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DISCLAIMER – NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE

This document and presentation is given to only wholesale clients (as defined 
in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) by representatives of KTM Ventures 
Management Pty Limited (ACN 614 538 840) (Manager) as manager of the 
proposed KTM Ventures Partnership LP (Fund). By receiving [or attending] 
this  presentation you are representing that you are a wholesale client and 
that you will keep this presentation and the information herein strictly 
confidential and not provide such to other persons without the Manager's 
prior permission. This presentation is directed at persons who are 
sophisticated investors with sufficient professional or other experience to 
properly assess the nature of the Fund including the risks of investing in such. 
This presentation is strictly confidential.

The offers of interests in the Fund will only be made in, or accompanied by, a 
copy of the information memorandum (IM) for the Fund which will be 
available 
from the Manager.  This presentation is intended to provide a general outline 
only and is not intended to be a definitive statement on the subject matter.

This presentation has been prepared without taking account of any investor's 
objectives, financial situation or needs. An investment in the Fund carries 
potential risks and fees which are described in the IM. An investor should, 
before deciding whether to invest in the Fund, consider the appropriateness 
of the Fund, having regard to both the IM in its entirety and the investor's 
objectives, financial situation and needs. Neither the Manager nor any other 
person guarantees the investment performance, earnings or return of capital 

invested in the Fund.

The Fund is a new fund and as such does not have actual historical 
performance information.  Historical information is provided as a general 
guide only, and should not be relied upon as an indication of the future 
performance of the Fund. No representation is made as to future 
performance or volatility of the Fund. In particular, there is no guarantee that 
the investment objectives and program for the Fund set out in this 
presentation may be successful.

Forward looking statements in this document (including statements of 
intention and projections) are made only at the date of this document based 
on current expectations and beliefs but involve risks, uncertainties and other 
factors beyond the control of the Manager which may cause actual outcomes 
to be materially different. Assumptions underlying such statements involve 
judgements which may be difficult to accurately predict. Therefore, such 
forward looking statements included in presentation may prove to be 
inaccurate and should not be relied upon as indicative of future matters.  

The terms of an investment in the Fund contained in this presentation are 
indicative and subject to change. Investors should read the IM which will replace 
and supersede this presentation and should not rely upon this presentation in 
deciding to invest in the Fund. The Manager and its associates and 
representatives disclaim, to the maximum extent permitted under the law, all 
liability in respect of this.
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BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY 
EXPLAINED

Computer Science Breakthrough
Bitcoin at its most fundamental level is a breakthrough in computer 
science – one that builds on 20 years of research into cryptographic 
currency, and 40 years of research in cryptography, by thousands of 
researchers around the world

Blockchain is the Trust Machine

Bitcoin is the first practical solution to a longstanding problem in 
computer science called the Byzantine Generals Problem. 

To quote from the original Bitcoin paper defining the B.G.P.: 
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“[Imagine] a group of generals of the Byzantine army camped with their troops around an enemy city. 
Communicating only by messenger, the generals must agree upon a common battle plan. However, one 
or more of them may be traitors who will try to confuse the others. The problem is to find an algorithm 
to ensure that the loyal generals will reach agreement.” 

More generally, the B.G.P. poses the question of how to establish trust 
between otherwise unrelated parties over an untrusted network like the 
Internet. This is the Blockchain



Real-Time Transfer that’s Low-Fee

• The practical consequence of solving this problem is that Bitcoin gives us, for the first time;
• a way for one Internet user to transfer a unique piece of digital property to another Internet user,
• such that the transfer is guaranteed to be safe and secure, 
• everyone knows that the transfer has taken place, 
• And; nobody can challenge the legitimacy of the transfer. 

• What kinds of digital property might be transferred in this way? 
• Think about digital signatures, 
• digital contracts, 
• digital keys (to physical locks, or to online lockers), 
• digital ownership of physical assets such as cars and houses, 
• digital stocks and bonds … and digital money.

• All these are exchanged through a distributed network of trust that 
• does not require or rely upon a central intermediary like a bank or broker. 
• And all in a way where only the owner of an asset can send it, 
• only the intended recipient can receive it, 
• the asset can only exist in one place at a time, 
• and everyone can validate transactions and ownership of all assets anytime
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Blockchain Benefits - The Consequences of this Breakthrough are Hard to Overstate.



Bitcoin (AUD): The First Blockchain
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Investors Learned Leading to 2017
• Exchange rate was originally set 

at US$1 = 1,309 BTC
• Exchange trading started July 

2010 in the US. Return of BTC 
6,476,878% to date

• Increased media attention use by 
Silk Road, VC Investment create a 
spike

• 2014-2016 prices are in a bear 
market post Mt Gox collapse. 
Bitcoin infrastructure matures

• 2017 Japan makes Bitcoin legal 
tender. 

• More institutions/banks begin 
engaging global market marker 
entry which drives growth

Bitcoin raises investor awareness 
of cryptocurrencies as a new 
investor class

Source: www.independentreserve.com

http://www.independentreserve.com/


Started with Bitcoin 8 years ago 
then it was Blockchain
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Bitcoin = Tulips

• Dutch Tulips were sold for crazy prices – the price of houses – and fortunes were won and lost. 
• It was the foolishness of newcomers to the market that set off the crash in February 1637. 
• Desperate bankrupts threw themselves in canals. 
• The government finally stepped in and ceased the trade, but not before the economy of Holland was ruined.
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Common analogy by many respected media commentators

Bitcoin Compared to Tulips are
• Not durable
• Not scalable
• Not programmable
• Not fungible
• Not verifiable 
• Not divisible
• Not easy to transfer globally

But tell me about your analogy to Tulips…



Tulipmania – Bitcoin & Blockchain

• The most expensive tulips of all cost around 5,000 guilders (the price of a well-appointed house), 
• Historians were only able to identify only 37 people who spent more than 300 guilders on bulbs, around the 

yearly wage of a master craftsman. 
• Many tulips were far cheaper and still available in Holland in the drought of 1637. 
• Top buyers came from the wealthy merchant class and were well able to afford the bulbs
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Yes, it makes an exciting story. The trouble is, it is untrue.

Only 37 people 
purchased tulips 

between 300 
guilders and 

5000 guilders

Source: Tulipmania, Anne Goldgar, King’s College London
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WTF ICOs raised US$6bn in 12 months
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Source: Meltem
Demirors



INDEPENDENT 
RESERVE

HOW TO GET 
YOUR HANDS 
ON DIGITAL 
CURRENCY
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Independent Reserve – First Oz Regulated
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Digital Currency
Fiat Currency

To buy and sell digital currencies back into 

Australian dollars(Fiat Currency) you need a regulated Australian digital 
currency exchange with good banking relationship

Little Secret: Most digital currency exchanges won’t allow you to sell and 
deposit back into an Australian bank account

• Independent Reserve is a sophisticated and Australia’s longest running 
institutional-grade Bitcoin cryptocurrency exchange. 

• Independent Reserve allows for digital currency pairs in Australian Dollars, 
US dollars & NZ dollars back to an Australian bank account

• Independent Reserve provides its 50,000+ customers with high liquidity, fast 
order execution, low spread and access to high liquidity orderbook for top 
currency pairs and an integrated API for institutional investors. 

• All of this is paired with time-proven financial stability, strong security 
including protection against DDoS attacks, full data encryption and multiple 
robust redundancy systems compliant with global standards. 
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How to create an account with Independent Reserve

1. Click the create account link at the top right of the webpage

2. A Create Account window will appear.  Decide on a user name and password and 
enter them in here.  The password needs to be complex.  Click the create account 
button to proceed.

PlayUP ICO Referral code:     TEZNEZ



3. The next screen will request your identity details.  These include:
• Account type (Personal, Company, or Super Fund), 
• Personal details (Name, DOB, Country of residence), 
• Email address, 
• Two-factor and mobile phone number (optional).

4. The following screen requests your full address, as well as verification documents to 
prove your identity.

5. After submitting this, our verification team will process your account creation 
request, usually within 1 business day.  

6. Once approved, your account is now active and ready to trade!




